Abstract-This review of content-addressable memory and as-A. Purpose of This Study sociative computer systems represents an attempt to consolidate and report nontechnically the direction in which numerous independent
complete. A number of reference sources may have been overlooked usie te investiatos of the ressing lements inadvertently. It is hoped, however, that the information and the used are left to the resources of the research laboratory.
bibliography will serve as a base for those entering into research connected with this rapidly developing concept. II and Data Addressed Memory (DAM). As yet, there has metic and associative logic in addition to the been no one standard name designated [2] . search and decision logic.
The adjective "associative," when applied to memIn all these arrangements, the memories are "wordornes or computers, was probably derived from theories n . r concerning operations of the cells of the brain. The term organized" for reading and writing operations. Howis more applicable to the function of recall by associathey may difr i n the organization in that tino ideas Crrety whe aple to copue hrd they are fixed or variable. In the former case, a fixed tionofideas Corretly, when applied to c r h -portion of the word is set aside for interrogation and all ware, the meaning of "associative" refers specifically to of that portion must be used for an interrogation. A interrelationships between data, and not to the storage mechanism. Storage mechanisms are organized spe-.
cifically to assist in performing the functions of data any of which can be used as the interrogated portion.
All the bits in the interrogated segment must be used in association. It seems more appropriate to call storage thinergio.Tevialtyemyaeafxd elements organized in this fashion content-addressable semn,btayprofhisgetmybenermemories (CAM).sget u n ato hi emn a eitro *~~~~~~~~~g ated. The fully interrogable memory allows any choice Manuscript received May 2, 1966 . of bits in the word to be used in the interrogation, and The author is with the Research & Advanced Development De-the remainder of the word to be read. This is the mot pany, Hawthorne, Calif.
general form of the content-addressable memory [1] . It
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is common practice to divide the "word" into tag and housekeeping routines. Content-addressability of memdata portions in order that those words meeting the ories would tend to ease the tasks of the programmer in search criteria may be marked for subsequent opera-this respect. tions. It is conceivable that the minimization and elimination of progam housekeeping routines could significantly A. Auxiliary CAM reduce operating time, particularly where the routines are required to be called in from the slower operating Content-addressable memories have been proposed as input-output devices. The reduction of operating time adjuncts to conventional systems. Davies [18] sug-and the saving of software effort would appear to more gests that a set of keys can be stored in a small associa-than justify the extra cost required to logically connect tive memory. Records stored in main memory can be the auxiliary CAM to the conventional system. checked serially but simultaneously against a number of keys for match. Fuller [30] investigated the utility B. CAM as Primary Storage of content-addressable memories (CAM's) within a general purpose computing system. In the process of workExcept for "associative processors," which are dising toward this objective, the CAM organization was cussed in Section II-C, much of the effort in designing constrained to remain a special purpose memory and content-addressable memories has been directed toward was not given the extra hardware required to do more special purpose applications. Foremost among these is powerful external arithmetic and logical operations. It information retrieval, which for the most part does not is assumed that CAM exists as a subsystem for a con-require arithmetic operations other than counting. trolling computer which can present instructions and These special memories are used mainly for retrieval of key words to CAM, call for data transfers between its filed information by means of matching operations using Petersen [75] , and others concentrated on designing Ewing and Davies [24] considered two approaches in memories from particular elements to accomplish the their design of an associative system, one of which added logical operations stated above. Their efforts were more an associative memory to a more or less conventional in determining-the feasibility of operation of contentcomputer. The alternative approach involved a new addressable memories for the special purpose, rather organization, developed around the principle of mem-than the general purpose application. ory distributed logic. The former approach provides a random access memory for program storage and a bit C. The Associative Processor serial associative memory for data storage and parallel
There is a natural dissatisfaction inherent with comprocessing. In the organization considered, the random puters that are limited by special purpose applications. access memory contained 4000 twenty-four bit words, Consequently there is a normal evolutionary trend to and the associative memory contained 500 ninety-six establish general purpose designs. A number of designbit words.
ers are contemplating content-addressable memories Kaplan [54] presents a system design for a search which are fully associative (i.e., each cell is "associated" memory subsystem to a general-purpose computer. The with its neighboring cells) and also capable of performstructure postulated consists of a main computer mem-ing arithmetic operations. arithmetic operations, Logical AND, Logical OR, Shift, It is clear that much interest has been generated to-Expand, and others. Fuller [30] concludes that cellular ward the minimization or total elimination of many of or distributed logic computers have not gained signifithe burdensome bookkeeping operations connected with cant acceptance to date for at least two reasons. The the use of conventionally organized memories. A major cost of such structures is high and their recognized range share of computer software effort is involved with these of application is small. [85] cryotron elements. This work was expanded by Slade Evaporated Organic Diode Arrays [68] and Smallman in subsequent reports [111] - [114] .
Magnetic Cores [30] , [49] , [57] , [75] ponents. This latter effort appears to be rapidly pyramiding due to recent developments in thin films and a) energy required to set an element integrated circuits. The construction of content-addresb) energy which may be extracted from an element by sable cells from combinations of these new elements apnondestructive readout (NDRO) pears more economically feasible than those with cryoc) ratio of NDRO signal for a stored "1" to NDRO genic elements.
signal for a stored "0" (signal-to-noise ratio) Ittner [50] a) all-superconductive computers will emerge from A. Memory Element Operation the laboratory into the marketplace within 10 The basic storage element of the content-addressable years; memory has the property that it may be read into, writb) high-capacity thin-film cryotron memories will ten into and compared with external information. In the provide the engineering wedge, but a minimum of majority of designs it also has a characteristic of being 105 to 107elements must be successfully assembled organized with other memory elements, such that to justify the refrigeration cost; matching operations are carried on in a bit-serial wordc) superconductivity, "the ideal computing tech-parallel fashion. That is, the first bit of each word is nique," is still in the researchsta , but ilooked at simultaneously for match, then the second nique," is stil in the. [95] .
ing word; and finally, there must be a means of access to The store is thus organized in two parts, one containthe matching word location to provide a subsequent ing information in true form, the other in complement readout [57] . Normally, the associative criterion con-form. The search register which holds the key for the sists of the data portion and the mask portion. The data search controls the bit drivers. A "0" in the search portion is the known segment of the word being looked register drives the true side of the memory, a "1' drives for. The mask portion represents those bit positions in the complement side. the word which should be ignored during the search.
The output of the cryotron catalog memory of Slade
The logic performed at the cell is both binary and and Smallman [114] is a yes or no answer as to the comternary, such that comparison can be carried on in addi-parison. All bits of the memory are interrogated in tion to storage. The interrogate signal has three states: parallel with either a positive or negative current and 1, 0, 4 (don't care). This latter signal is utilized for per-these interrogate currents either add to or subtract from forming the masking operation.
the persistent current in the memory cells. When the McDermid and Petersen [75] clearly illustrate the interrogate current and the persistent current are addimemory cell operation, as shown in Fig. 1 . tive, their combined magnetic field is sufficient to cause Thus, for conditions of mismatch between stored and the corresponding gate in the gate network to become interrogating information a large signal is generated. resistive. If the interrogate currents match all of the The role of the detector is to register only the first large persistent currents for one word of the memory, then signal regardless of polarity and to be insensitive to the all of the gates in that word become resistive and a voltsmall output signals. In this system interrogation is age will appear at the memory output terminals. Unless done parallel by word, serial by bit; i.e., the bit planes there is an exact comparison there will always be at are pulsed in time sequence.
least one superconducting path through the memory On the average, a search for a word in a random ac-The cryogenic memory is indicated as the fastest for cess memory would consume the time required to scan searching, but slightly slower for other operations than and compare one-half the memory. As memories be-the memory constructed with thin Permalloy film elecome larger, this time requirement becomes excessive ments [23] , [301. For most operations the thin Perand, therefore, this scanning procedure has limited use malloy film content-addressable memory appears to be [2] . In operations such as file searching and correlation, fastest [22] .
if n words are stored and n correlations are needed, the
Comparison of microferrites and thin films shows that execution time with conventional sequential processing in the near future both approaches are likely to provide is proportional to n2; in content-addressable systems, 100 nanosecond memories of several thousand words execution time is proportional to n [16] . [94] . An evaluation of various core materials in the It is widely felt that further increases in computation elastic switching mode indicated a maximum speed of speeds of digital computers are more likely to occur as a 100 nanoseconds per operation [49] . There is a notable result of changes in computer organization rather than increase in speed reported in a relatively short period of component and circuit improvements, as has largely time. In 1961, search and retrieval times for an n-word occurred in the past [30] . The speed of the associative associative memory described by McDermid, et al. [75 ] , memory is independent of the number of words, where-requiring a search on 36 bits, would be approximately 6 as the speed of the random-access memory is propor-microseconds. Lussier, et al. [70] describe an applicational to n'12 log2 n [1] . With sequential logic and the tion of all-magnetic logic in a design of a contenthigh degree of parallelism coupled with the fact that a addressable memory with a total retrieval time of 10 minimum of transfers will be necessary, it may be pos-microseconds, using commercially available ferrites. sible to build an ultrafast system at a reasonable cost UNIVAC has a thin-film 300 nanosecond search mem- [9] .
ory constructed with BICORE elements. Basic switchInformation may be retrieved at a rate which is ing time of the BICORE is said to be about 6 nanolargely independent of the amount of information pres-seconds. Access time for all bits ranges down to 100 ent in the memory [63]. Lewin's series-parallel readout nanoseconds. The memory is considered to have the pomethod (with two sense outputs for each digit of the tential to do a complete search in 100 nanoseconds; word) requires only 2w -1 cycles for complete readout that is, it could compare one million incoming data of w words with the same initial interrogation segment words with all the stored key words in 0.1 second [15] , [67] . Lewin [54] postulated a structure with a search between l's or 0's. This method requires 2(2w-1) memory subsystem that executed a 36-bit equality cycles [1] . Miller [77] describes an interrogation rou-search in 8.0 microseconds. A very complex six-field, tine which retrieves k multiple responses in, at best, six-bits-per-field quantitative search required 16.0 (k +1) memory cycles, and, at worst, (2k -1) memory microseconds and an average search 12.0 microseconds. cycles. This compares with Lewin's method which al-The time required to execute a search is a function of the ways requires (2k-1) memory cycles. Maguire [711 reported that a bit organized aperture logic element) memory required 2.5 micromemory driven by cryotrons and designed for speed seconds for the read and compare operation and 5.0 was in the research stage at IBM. Using alloy film gates, microseconds for the write operation [118] . Nissim [85] with an insulation thickness of 5000 A, calculations in-states that tunnel diodes appear to offer the best pracdicated a loop time of 1 nanosecond, thereby projecting tical approach to random-access scratchpad memories, a memory cycle time of 10-20 nanoseconds.
with cycle times in the 10-100 nanosecond range. A Command execution times for various memories con-16 384 20-bit word solenoid array memory described by [26] discusses an efficient way of simulating mate includes refrigeration [2] . an associative processor on conventional computers.
An associative system where the memory, arithmetic, (The TX-2 at the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory was used program, and instruction decoding and modification as the vehicle for the simulator.) He states that the functions are all contained within the main store, may times of the simulator are sufficiently small to raise be highly economical because of the mass-fabrication of questions about competing with hardware techniques, cryotrons. Hundreds or thousands of active devices are and that it should be feasible to build a system which made at once, together with their interconnections on a loses a factor of about two in storage and three-to-five single substrate [9] .
in time against an associative memory of the same basic
The SOLOMON Computer with 1024 elements is speed. The implication here is that it is debatable estimated at $5 000 000 [3] . The Holland Machine whether it will pay to build hardware associative mem-should be significantly more expensive, because of more ories for general purpose use. complex local control, for an equivalent number of At any rate, for problems allowing unordered data processing elements [44] , [45] . sets, the content-addressable memory achieves the adThe solenoid array described by Pick [88] has a bit vantages of list storage with a significant speed gain. cost ranging from a half a cent per bit for large memIn summary, with respect to speed, two approaches ories to a few cents per bit for relatively small ones. are at the forefront; microferrites of a drastically re-Nissim [85] [2] .
[120] was a simulated array of 36X36 modules. A
The word capacity of associative memories is re-module consists of some logical circuitry, a 1-bit prinstricted primarily by the interrogation drive problems. cipal register, and a set of nine 1-bit has a design capacity of 3000 words. About 300 current Bit densities of 1000 bits per square inch have been drive transistors, 2500 logic transistors, 2500 printed successfully operated. The superconductive memory ap-gates (6 resistors, 2 capacitors, and interconnecting pears attractive not only for random access memories, wiring on a passive substrate), and 5000 diodes are used but also for associative memories [2] . A gradual in-in the system. crease in storage capacity, beyond today's few million Auxiliary subsystems include a 500 96-bit word membits, may result from batch fabrication of magnetics, ory considered by Ewing and Davies [24] as auxiliary but a significant increase requires methods of batch to a 4000 24-bit word random access memory, and fabricating both the magnetic and the associated semi-Kaplan's search memory [54] process without regard to physical location of in-A 3160 000 hit solenoid memorv has he-en huilt with about 100 planes. The signal degradation in increasing frain the number of planes from a few to a hundred was minor Thus, the conventional technique of requiring an [88] . The performance of small transfiuxor arrays indi-address for each physical word location may be neither cates that capacities of 2000 words and 48 bits are the most natural nor the most convenient [1] . feasible. The number of words is limited by the maxiThe notion of addressing by contents enables us to mum back voltage during interrogation (70 volts for avoid the artificialities of location assignments and 2000 words); the number of bits is limited by the signal-frees us to a large extent from such local considerations as scanning, searching and counting [63] . The ability to of the instruction directly specifies some control funcaddress data in a content-addressable memory by cell tion, so that numerous associative instructions can be content rather than cell location suggests its use in microprogrammed by the appropriate selection of fields problems for which list-organized memories have been [241.
found convenient. These problems include game playInstructions for content-addressable systems may ing, theorem proving, compiling, scheduling, and real look quite different from those used in conventional time control. List organized memories, like content-systems. Various tagging operations may be accomaddressable memories, allow dynamic storage allocation, plished by varying bits in a single TAG instruction, but differ from content-addressable memories in that which essentially acts like a macro order. The instrucdata within a list structure is inherently ordered with tion 'RETRIEVE" is a similar example resembling a defined predecessors and successors, where data sets macro instruction. within content-addressable memories are unordered
The number of functions which an associative mem- [23] .
ory can perform may be broadly classified in the followLocation addressing becomes cumbersome and con-ing ways.
tent addressing efficient when a) Search Functions (exact match search; limit-type a) data is to be addressed by several sets of reference searches, including greater than, greater than or properties; equal to, less than, and less than or equal to); patb) data elements are sparse relative to values of the tern recognition; supplementary search operations reference property. Location addressing is often including ordered retrieval, minimum and maxiforced to assign cells for which no data is stored; mum searches, nearest neighbor, and composite c) data become dynamically disordered in memory searches.
during processing [30] .
b) Writing Functions including sequential load, ran-
In a content-addressable memory, the key may be dom load, load first empty location, write "don't the stored word or pattern or any number of bits secare" bit, field alteration, and memory partitionlected from any portion of the stored word. It allows ing.
data stored to be located and retrieved though their c) Associative Memory Readout Function such as physical addresses are unknown, and without recourse address readout, data readout, multiple match to sequential search. On recognition of a key, either the resolution, yes-no decision operations, and count whole word or any part of it or its address may be reof matches [73] . trieved nondestructively. Only one cycle time is needed to determine if a desired word is in storage, and another Prywes, et [6] features sorting, selective writing, marking, next communication with the computer. The associative higher, next lower, and range retrieving. Such opera-property of the memory allows the machine to be used tions in a conventional random-access memory would so that symbolic names in source language programs require complex housekeeping programs for accessing need not be translated into numeric addresses. Table   and comparing the contents of each cell of memory with entries are determined by order and relative to a tag, the contents of all other cells. The selective write fea-thus these need not be contiguous. This diminishes ture of the associative memory has the capability of the storage allocation problem to a very great degree.
inhibiting selected bit positions from a writing operation Moreover, the corresponding pass in an assembler or and the ability to write into more than one word simul-compiler is not needed, resulting in a real saving of comtaneously. Time saving is inherent in such operations, puter time. where a minimum of internal transfers will be necessary.
In a sense the associative processor can be micro-V programmed. The concepts inherent in the associative Suggested applications for which content-addressable memory have been extended in the associative com-memories and associative computers appear to be ideally puter to perform general computation simultaneously suited are legion. They range from commercial to milithroughout an extended periodic structure. Such an tary to scientific and may be broadly segregated into organization is particularly suited to the type of com-file processing or computational tasks. For the purputation in which the same program must be performed poses of assembling the numerous applications into on a large number of data sets. This is characteristic of some reasonable order, they are grouped below in catemany data processing problems and of a number of gories of File Maintenance, Pattern Recognition, Mathescientific calculations as well [19] . matical, Information Storage and Retrieval, TranslaThe method by which associative instructions are con-tion, Military, Communication and Transportation, and trolled constitutes one of the major factors contributing Miscellaneous. As is usually the case, some applications to the flexibility of the associative processor. Each field may overlap into other categories. For the purpose of simplicity, the applications are assigned only to one E. Translation category.
The characteristics of content-addressable memories All of the applications listed above above were sug-D. Information Storage and Retrieval gested by those persons actively engaged in either theoretical or actual research in the area of contentOf all the applications suggested, the foremost is con-addressable or associative systems. Except in the case cerned with some phase of information storage and re-Of information storage and retrieval and some algorithms trieval. This includes the following functions:
formulated for solution of some mathematical systems, Data retrieval, including cross retrieval, erasing, gap the superiority of the content-addressable memory or closing and preference associative processor is only implied, not proved. There
Cataloging is, however, sufficient reason to believe that enough Library and catalog search files applications can be found to justify such organizations, Document retrieval even if only as auxiliary hardware to conventional sysTechnical information file maintenance.
tems.
VIII. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
The complexity in the memory logic diminishes the A. A dvantages need for some of the complexity in the control circuits, hence, fewer different masks are needed when preparThe major advantages that content-addressable sys-ing circuitry. The ability to disable a cell by tagging tems appear to offer are in speed and particular cell it with a disable bit scheme decreases the problem of organization which lends itself to batch fabrication of maintainability [98] . fault tolerant structures.
Numerous statements have been made as to the adThe recognition technique permits the content-ad-vantages of the cryotron as a device to be used for condressable memory to compare the data in search regis-tent-addressable and associative systems. A major adters with every word stored in one memory cycle. It vantage of cryotron elements is that storage of digital does the equivalent of the many thousands of load and information may be accomplished by the use of percompare operations that would be required with a con-sistent supercurrents. Since the resistance of an element ventional organization in such operations as sorting, inthesuperstateisidenticallyzero,onemaythenstore file searching, and correlation [16] .
a circulating loop of current without any loss due to Considerable processing time is saved because: dissipation of energy by resistance. Another stated ada) it is not necessary to store data in sorted order;
vantage of the cryotron element is its combined simb) lookups can be made on the basis of different keys plicity and versatility as a logical element, and the ease at different times over the same data; with which complicated logical functions can be sync) records need to be stored only once;
thesized with its use. The elementary cryotron functions d) addresses are not needed to store records [18] .
as an element whose output is of the form "A and not B" where A represents the possibility of current flow
Organization of random access memory into list struc-through the gate element in the absence of control curtures slows problem execution due to time spent in form-rent, and B represents the presence of current in the ing lists, searching lists, retrieval of data at large known control element [41] . [94] .
and ordered retrieval. It is reasonable to expect that a large-scale digital c) Periodicity of structure lends itself to integrated computer would require less than one cubic foot of circuit techniques and batch fabrication. Inter-cryotrons. Because of the inexpensive raw materials and connections between components become shorter the simplicity of construction, the cost per bit is exand less tangled, reducing propagation delays and pected to be extremely low. Once a circuit is assembled, simplifying layout and checkout. Since the struc-it will be exposed to almost ideal environment for the ture is periodic, it can be easily expanded in size. remainder of its life; an inert atmosphere at a temperad) The systems. One positive assertion by Fuller [30] is that b) the content-addressable memory used as a main floating point arithmetic is not efficient in contentmemory for special purpose applications; addressable memories since it is necessary to sequenc) the "associative" processor, with content-addresstially normalize cell contents in the process of these operable memory cells which have extended arithations. Considering the preponderance of applications metic and associative logic in addition to search concerned with high-level mathematical system soluand decision logic. tion, it would appear that this may be a rather awkward
Although early work in content-addressable memdisadvantage to the mathematical scientist using a ories was accelerated by cryogenic or superconductive content-addressable hardware organization. techniques, noncryogenic elements appear to offer comCost of refrigeration for cryotron devices and prob-parable advantages without the need for costly refrigerlems existing in batch fabrication for both cryotronic ation. Considerable investigation has been carried on and noncryotronic devices may be considered tempo-with content-addressable techniques using tunnel dirary disadvantages. As work accelerates in this field, odes, ferrite ring cores, thin Permalloy films, crossedcost factors will undoubtedly be drastically reduced, as film cryotrons, plated wire, Biax cores, BICORE thin they were with conventional memories.
films, and many other hardware elements. It is difficult to say whether software needed for conContent-addressable memories are in general orgatent-addressable organizations will be more or less com-nized such that the "cell" is a collection of NDRO (nonplex. One can only say that it will be different from soft-destructive read-out) elements, word-organized, with ware generated for today's random-access computers. some portion of the word reserved for data storage and The removal of location addressing would inherently the remainder reserved for "tagging" operations. Operaseem to simplify software housekeeping problems. normal. Switching times are explained in terms of a Memory costs have been estimated as low as $1.55 model that accounts for observed cryotron switching de-per cell for very large matrices and as high as $10 per lays. The model suggests that these delays (roughly 50 bit. The outlook is for reduced hardware costs by the nanoseconds) can be largely overdriven by using as advent of new methods of fabrication. It is the conmuch as 50 per cent excess control current. Even then, sensus that costs will approach today's conventional noticeable switching delay is to be expected for circuit memory costs in the near future. time constants much less than 100 nanoseconds, parAlthough the majority of research to date has been ticularly for multistage circuits.
with small memories (up to 1000 cells), projections are According to the report, cryotron circuit behavior is indicated in the 107-101 bit range. more complex than superficial considerations indicate, Novel software developments will be needed for use the circuit switching characteristics depend markedly of content-addressable systems. It is indicated, howon several strongly interrelated parameters, including ever, that some of the complexity presently required switching current level, driving pulse shape, interaction for conventional location addressed memories will be between successive stages, geometry, and operating minimized in content-addressable systems. Functions temperature.
which can be performed with extended content-address-
